INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT LIVERPOOL FOR
FIRST TIME TRAVELERS
With the right amount of edge, Liverpool is an unique, beautiful and lovable city having tonnes of history,
lot of soul and a big heart. Known for Beatles, the city has a dramatic past that attracts hearts across the
world. Despite having a manufacturing past, Liverpool is no longer a dingy industrial city. Apart from
being the birthplace of Beatles, it’s the home to Philharmonic Orchestra. The city has a lot to offer in
terms of reasonable restaurants, free museums and parks. Most of the people come here for football or
Beatles, but the city has more than that. If you are planning to visit Liverpool, you need to go through the
following guidelines.
Ideal for beach lovers!
Liverpool and its adjoining areas have some of the stunning beaches of the world. It is a great place to
catch the sunset. The Formby Beach located at the adjoining areas of Liverpool is ideal for a nature
walk. Backed by sand dunes and pine woods, the beach is spectacular. If you are planning to go for a
swimming, you need to head out of the city and across the water to one of the Wirral beaches. You can
also try West Kirby, Meols, Moreton or Wallasey for swimming.
The fun loving warm people!
There is no surprise to the fact that some of the best loved comedians in UK come from this place. The
people from Liverpool are very friendly, funny and also down to earth. The people are always there to
help you out whenever you seek help from them. Also, a bit if chat and friendly smiles is what makes
these people apart from others. So, for people looking for comforting company here, Liverpool is the best
place you can ever be.
Lip-smacking food all around you!
Be it a proper bowl of Scouse or fish n’ chips, Liverpool probably serves the best of food. One of the
hidden gems when it comes to Scouse is Maggie May. Made of lamb/mutton (sometimes beef), it is that
comforting dish that your nan used to make. Thomas Rigby’s and The Baltic Fleet are some of the other
good places to grab a delicious bowl of Scouse. If you are having troubles in finding the right restaurant
or the right bar for a drink, you can always look for restaurants Liverpool One for the best help in this
domain.
The Night is still young!
The night life in Liverpool is still one of the major attractions for tourists. With a bit of sophistication, the

nightlife in this place is worth remembering. The Merchant, McCooley's, El Bandito are some of the best
places to grab a beer or a tequila shot. You can also try The Kazimier Garden, HeebieJeebies and Berry
& Rye for some delicious dishes and a drink.
For people who love to shop, Liverpool One is one of the most suggested places to have a look at the
usual shops, restaurants, bars and also to check about events that are happening in and around
Liverpool.
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